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Notify is a standard SCLIntra Enterprise feature that automatically creates 
customizable email messages to alert users and managers of routine or exceptional 
changes in the status of a tracked item.  Notify can email recipients when an item is 
in transit, awaiting pickup, or it can signal purchasing a recent receipt arrived 
damaged.  The service launches automatically and is ready for use at any time.  
Notify uses the SMTP Gateway and is installed as a service on the Microsoft 

platforms, ensuring a high level of availability. 

How it Works 
As SCLIntra tracks the steps of a process, each step has a different ‘status’.  When an item hits a flagged 
status corresponding to a particular point in the process, Notify generates an email.  For instance, to alert 
a recipient an item is on its way to their desk, a user may simply flag the ‘Out for Delivery’ status as their 
‘Email’ status.  Once configured, each time an item hits that status, an email is triggered.  As part of the 
‘Status Setup Menu’, custom email messages may be edited for each status.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Benefits and Uses   
• Multiple delivery service levels are common within mail centers.  Notify allows the various groups 

to be informed of their item status with unique messages. 
• Calls to the mail center are substantially reduced when recipients are notified of anticipated 

delivery times.   
• Notify helps bring attention to the variety of services provided by the mail center.  The mail center 

has the opportunity to include additional information in the emails, such as mail center hours and 
data about other services it offers.   

About SCLogic, LLC 
SCLogic develops, sells and supports the inbound receiving and tracking system, SCLIntra.   SCLIntra 
uses barcoding technology to monitor and control the flow of tangible objects – mail, parcels, property, 
files or people – as they enter and move through a facility.  SCLIntra is an affordable, flexible, IT-friendly 
solution that improves productivity by automating receiving, sorting and delivery processes while 
expanding tracking visibility across the corporate Intranet and beyond. SCLogic’s accountable item 
solutions are licensed to hundreds of customers throughout the country.    
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